
         Purdue May 17 [18]86____ 
My own darling darling little girl: 
 Your dear letter tonight was so good & helpful.  The first part was so full of love__  I 
know you feel it always the same Darling but I do like you to write about it and every time you 
call me Darling it sounds as charming as if it were the first time your dear lips ever formed that 
tender name - Darling.  Oh Effie that you should call me by that name and that you should 
mean so much by it!  It is as fresh and full of bliss and as wonderful tonight as it was the first 
time I ever heard it and every time I stop & think of it it is just as fresh and new and full of 
comfort as ever.  I don’t know whether I have used the word enough to wear it out but I guess I 
haven’t & I believe that it is to you the dearest name I can use unless I [ill.] your own name My 
Effie__ 
 Darling I was so sorry that you are so worn out.  You are trying to do too much I am 
afraid.  I do hope you will not have a collapse.  When I get home I shall take better care of you 
and after we are married you shall take a long rest.  Oh Darling what a pleasure it is to think 
that the days are flying or crawling or in motion of some sort & every one makes the time so 
much nearer.  I know that the last two years have had a serious effect upon me.  I do not want 
to go through such anxiety & worry alone again —  We shall no doubt Darling have trials which 
will be hard to endure but we shall at least have each other and we can stand anything better 
than being apart_  It seems wonderful to me how we have grown so into one another and I am 
so very glad that we both love with such an ardent nature.  We suffer now but we shall enjoy in 
proportion by[e]— & bye__  My own Darling[,] I write these things often but Darling they don’t 
get old to me & I think of them far more than I write them.  There are so many things I want to 
ask you about which cant be put into letters about your thoughts and we shall have so many 
notes to compare when we get together once more__  Darling I am glad that I anticipated your 
wish and sent you the list made out as completely as I could before I got your letter of today.  I 
didn’t misunderstand your other letter darling & it was all clear so far as it went but I wanted 
more information.  I didn’t know how we stood on numbers and didn’t think of feeling stinted 
or anything like that but for the sake of knowing the outlying cases I wanted some idea of how 
many I could ask_  Then I wanted your advice on the question of announcements vs. Invitations 
and I am still semi— uncertain about that matter but about settled as I indicated in the list I 
sent.  I think that we had better not try to decide that last point finally until I get home.  That 
will be in time and in fact it will do then[,] wont it[,] to decide the most doubtful cases.  The list 
will remain[,] I think so far as my desires are concerned[,] virtually unchanged.  Darling my own 
precious[,] you mustnt feel that we are not going to be able to adjust the thing at this distance 
for we can[,] I am sure of that[,] if we are only patient & thoughtful we shall not get into the 
least trouble.  I found on looking over the list that I could settle the thing as well as I should be 
able to in some time and sent her along to you & by today you will receive it_   



Oh Darling your last three letters have been so lovely & especially the one today was 
lovely__  I am all over that attack of blues & do hope that I shall not have any more but there is 
no telling for I am subject to them now-a-days but have been improving straight along & 
haven’t worried at all over any thing this year except your absence___   

My own Darling[,] I was over taken by 11 PM last night and stopped writing and now 
(7:30) I will finish my letter__  Last night was the time of meeting of the Scientific Society and 
Huston came over and stayed to supper and went to the meeting with me & then we came over 
here for a smoke & he stayed till after ten oclock.  I guess we really paid Miss Stockton off by 
playing two flutes for somewhere an hour__  I am getting quite expert with the flute and 
change off to it when I get utterly disgusted with my lack of proficiency upon the piano_  I am 
going to have you in the course of time so shat you can stand flute & piano occasionally for 
variety.  I am getting it so that the tones are sweeter and less husky and it will be very nice for 
us to try vocal solos when we couldn’t get otherwise anything but the accompaniment because 
I cant sing them.  Thus “he shall lead his flock like a shepherd” and “O rest in the Lord” etc_  
Wont we have a lovely recreation in our music?  I so often think of it and Darling I wonder if I 
shall ever get tired of it but I don’t see how I ever can for I never have and the music I use I have 
played over hundreds of times & enjoy it every time.  I do wish more than ever for your sake 
that I could execute better but I am improving & shall go on improving when I have you to look 
after me___  Oh Darling will it not be lovely   _   

I told you about the weather we had here last week and left out the biggest piece of 
news but didn’t know it then.  They had a cyclone at Attica[,] a place of 1000 people about 26 
miles from here down the river.  Huston was down there on Sunday to see it and he said it was 
terrible to see the work of that thing_  That is getting pretty near here isn’t it Darling[?]  I think 
if they are going to have such things to any large extent we shall do wise to consider the 
Amherst scheme___  Darling you wrote me that you were puzzled about Sue’s not knowing 
your present address.  I shouldn’t take any concern about it for they are very careless in such 
matters at home.  Mag no doubt has forgotten that she ever knew the address and if they had 
been very wild they could have found out without difficulty.  I dont imagine they thought you 
were to blame about it_  They have no place for anything and if you had sent them a letter 
especially notifying them of the change they would have been unable to find it in two days after 
its receipt_  There is no use in trying to get them to do thing in any other way_____  It needn’t 
worry you Darling because they forgot the address_  You only told me once before you went to 
the new house what the street & number were & I managed to keep track of them__    
 Darling I want to thank you for the nice long letter yesterday.  It didn’t seem like the 
short one I am ready for and Darling I think you do & have all the year done wonders in the 
letter line considering all the circumstances and[,] my own[,] I have told you over & over what a 
precious help they have been to me & I don’t see how you have managed to do so well[,] not 
that I mean you wouldn’t want to but because you have had to contend with so many odds, but 



Darling I am all resignation if the letters have to be short after this and you mustn’t feel any 
worry for me tho I know you can’ help being sorry if you are cut down.  Now I must stop if I get 
this in the early mail___ 
 With deepest fondest truest love 
     from your own 
      Harry 
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